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A Very Common Mistake
of Monogamy-Only Advocates

r. M.R. De Haan (1891-1965) was the founder of the popular Radio Bible Class. He authored a book, The Days of Noah … and
Their Prophetic Message for Today (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1963), that has been in my personal library for many years, probably given to me by my
parents when I was a teenager. His discussion of divorce and polygamy is a great springboard to critique
something that seems to be very common among
monogamy-only advocates, both past and present.
After discussing city-building, mentioned in Genesis
4:17 as something Cain did, he turns his attention to
the breakdown of the family:
In the wake of city building came the evil of divorce
and polygamy and the breakdown of the home.
Note that he refers to divorce and polygamy as only
one evil – “the evil” – not two separate evils, effectively, but improperly, redefining the issue about which
we disagree. He then launches into a discussion of
the destructive results and prevalence of divorce
in modern society (“modern” as of 1963, when the
book was published; it is much worse now, in 2015).
What he says about divorce is correct, but he seems
to confuse divorce with “polygamy.”
Just like modern monogamy-only advocates, he
makes the dubious intellectual leap from the fact that
God created only one wife for Adam to the supposed
truth that monogamy is God’s perfect plan for the
family, completely ignoring the many biblical passages, from both the Old and New Testaments, that clearly authorize polygyny, and in some Old Testament

passages, actually require a man to have more than
one wife under certain specific sets of circumstances.
Talking about divorce and polygyny is actually talking about two things that are functionally opposite. If
Jack gives Jill, his one-and-only wife, a bill of divorcement (see Deuteronomy 24:1) and then marries only
one new wife, Jane, does he now have two wives (Jill
and Jane), or only one (Jane)? So why do monogamyonly advocates (both those from the past, such as De
Haan, and those from the present) use Scripture passages that talk about how God hates divorce to say
that polygyny is a sin?
God is not shy about telling us what He considers to
be sin. He does not require us to infer from some reference to a certain action taken by a sinful character
in a biblical narrative that the action under consideration is sin, He tells us in no uncertain terms. For example, the Decalogue clearly calls various things sin,
saying, “Thou shalt not …” Where does the Bible tell
us, in language that is as plain and clear as the Ten
Commandments, that it is a sin for a man to have
more than one wife? So far, all that you have been
able to show me is some passage of Scripture taken
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No building without a builder; no creation without a Creator. – Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

out of context and twisted to fit your preconceived
ideas of what biblical marriage is or is not. But what
does God’s Inerrant, Inspired, Infallible Word actually say, you who, like me, claim that the Bible is our
only authority (some of you might say “final” rather
than “only”) for matters of doctrine and Christian
living? You who, like me, believe that the Bible must
be interpreted as literally as the context allows? You
who, like me, believe that the Bible must be interpreted in light of the historical-grammatical context
of the audience to whom it was originally written?
Please show me where the Bible clearly calls polygyny “sin” so that I can change my mind on this
issue without violating my conscience, and thereby
stop being persecuted by Christians who believe
Pope Benedict VIII rather than believing what the
Bible says when it tells us that David, a man with at
least eight wives and ten concubines, was a man after
God’s own heart (see Acts 13:22). Benedict VIII is
the Pope who, in a.d. 1018, declared polygyny to be
a sin, adopting secular Roman law about marriage.
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Paul’s gospel for today does not include works of any kind, including belief. – André Sneidar



Loving
Large

Editorial

A Personal Word About
Doctrine and Fellowship
Though some seem to believe that it should be
otherwise, I doubt any two honest, active, thorough,
independent students of Scripture have ever seen
everything eye-to-eye. God has positioned us all at
different places in our journeys, and these differences
need not be hindrances to fellowship. What we have
in Christ is unity – not uniformity. We’re not wallbuilders, but bridge-builders.
Long ago I determined, through the guidance of a
dear aged teacher of God’s truths, that if there were
going to be walls of separation between me and
others, it would need to be others who would have to
build them. There has ever been only one divinelybuilt wall dividing humanity, and God Himself
tore it down (Ephesians 2:14). Ours is a ministry of

Eros Made Sacred: or
The Biblical Case Made for Polygamy
by — James Wesley Stivers
(originally published in 1991)
74 pages, PB. $13 (See order
form on back page.)

This book presents a clear biblical justification
for polygamous marriage as sanctioned by the
Holy Scriptures. The issue of polygamy is used
to contrast current moral biases with those found
in the Bible. First published more than 15 years
ago, this thoughtful work has gone unrefuted.
Provocative, instructional, challenging, edifying.
The book chapters are:
•
•
•
•
•

Polygamy: A Biblical Custom
Objections Answered; In Favor of Polygamy
The Ministry of the Patriarch
Polygamy as a Tool of Christian Dominion
Feminism, Monogamy and Witchcraft
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conciliation (II Corinthians 5:18-20). We, like God
Himself, are to be conciliatory to all.
In fact, not only are doctrinal differences not to be a
hindrance to fellowship, it is quite the opposite: we
can be thankful to God for them for they provide the
greater context of the Spirit’s operation of love and
grace, after all,
We know that we all have knowledge. Knowledge
puffs up, but love edifies (I Corinthians 8:1).
All too often the fruit of God’s Spirit is associated with
doctrinal agreement, but even the world – without
God’s Spirit – manages to get along with those with
whom they most agree. To be “likeminded” does not
necessitate that we be in doctrinal agreement but
(see Editorial, page 295)

The Morality of Biblical Polygyny
by — William F. Luck, Sr.
28 pages, PB. $5 (See order form on

back page.)

This is an amazing, courageous,
contemporary work. William
Luck is the son of Moody Bible Institute’s Dr. G.
Coleman Luck, Sr, Chairman of the Department
of Theology, and a capable biblical scholar in his
own right.
“God didn’t ask me my opinion about the issue.
He expected me to represent His. I’ve tried. If
you can prove I’m mistaken, I’ll be the first to
thank you. But I’m not holding my breath in the
meanwhile.” – the Author, from the Introduction
“To date [over twenty years after its original publication], I find the arguments ‘pro’ quite superior
to those ‘con.’” – the Author, from the Conclusion
• The Background
• Laws That Imply the Moral Propriety of Polygyny
• Passages That Appear To Prohibit Polygyny
• The Association of Polygyny with Other Evils
• Alleged Prohibitions of Polygyny
• The Implications of “Adultery” in the “Vice
Lists”
• Questions Concerning the Possibility of Moral
Polygyny
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We should endeavor to promote a useful conversation: “that it may minister grace unto the hearers.” – Matthew Henry (1662-1714)

So Which “Traditional Marriage”
Do People Want to Save?
by — Rick Knuth

S

ocial conservatives who hope the Supreme Court
will “save traditional marriage” owe their fellow
citizens an explanation: Exactly what “traditional
marriage” do they want the high court to “defend”?

given in the act of marriage, could not be later withdrawn, and could be compelled by the husband, by
force. The husband also had the right to beat his wife
– “chastisement” being traditional as well – as long as
no permanent injury resulted.

The form of marriage exemplified by a romantic union
of one man and one woman is a comparatively new “tradition.” The “traditional” American marriage of just a
couple of generations ago was not something that most
contemporary Americans of either sex would admire.
Until the passage of Married Women’s Acts in 1898, a
married woman’s property was controlled by her husband, even property she brought into the marriage.
Married women were legally incompetent to transfer
assets or make binding contracts for themselves.

From the beginnings of Western Christianity until
the beginning of the Industrial Age, marriage was
seen as a purely religious act, and the church married and granted divorces and annulments, without
involvement of the state. Civil marriages and the licensing and recording of marriages by the government began only in the mid-19th Century.

This was preceded by an even older tradition, “coveture,” under which a woman, once married, lost her
separate identity. The wife was considered to be her
husband’s property, and all she owned was under
his control. He could dispose of his wife’s property
and could command her labor, even her body itself.
Until the 20th Century, in most places in America, a
husband could not be convicted of raping his wife.
Under common law, consent to sex was considered

Race has also played a role in marriage that is apparently no longer “traditional.” Until after the Civil War,
slaves in the states of the old Confederacy were forbidden to enter into legal marriage at all. Marriage between partners of different races was condemned by
many as a crime against God and nature, and was illegal in some (but not all) of the United States until 1967.
Even older marriage traditions made the consent of
one or both of the parties immaterial. Until the last 200
years or so, marriage in Western culture was not seen

Wife Loving: The Husband’s
Paramount Privilege
by — Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

This book is about Christ-mentored husbandry; a look at husbands’ important
and honored role of loving their wives. So lofty and divine is its pursuit, Paul presents none other than Christ Himself as the mentor: “Husbands, love your wives,
even as Christ also loved the church.”
“What wonderful thoughts. They are so true and practical. I love it!” – The Netherlands
185 pp., PB. $10

“I have seldom read so much wisdom on marriage in relation to biblical principles.” –
Denmark

“Powerful, powerful stuff! As a woman I am honored by it. I am deeply grateful for your boldness to honor women and to
portray the marriage relationship as simply yet profoundly as God intended.” – CA (See order form on back page.)
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Man, being the vessel marred between the Potter’s hands is not rejected, but made into another and better vessel. – James Relly (1722-1778)

as a means of personal or emotional fulfillment but was
intended to secure social, familial or economic advantages. The idea that the couple would have anything to
say in the matter would have been considered radical.
Arranged marriage prevails in much of the world today, as does polygamy, especially in the Islamic world,
along with other quite traditional marriages forms such
as temporary marriage and concubinage. Our own state
was settled in the mid-19th Century by people who practiced polygamy, and thousands of polygamous families
still live in the Mountain West, even though the practice
has been explicitly illegal for more than 150 years.
In fact, there has never been a universally accepted definition of marriage, either in America or the
world at large. Customs and traditions change, and
no tradition is eternal. Sometimes traditions change
Editorial (continued from page 291)

rather to have the “same mind,” and that’s “the mind
of Christ.” As Paul says,
Let this mind be in you, which was also in Christ
Jesus.
Then the apostle to the Gentiles goes on to speak of
Christ’s humility. Our likemindedness is the spiritual
mind of Christ’s humility, service and self-sacrifice
(Philippians 2:5-8).
Thankfully, we’ve been called to “receive one another,
as Christ also received us to the glory of God” (Romans
15:7), while at the same time each of us has been
granted the freedom to “be fully persuaded in his

very quickly, and they don’t tend to last very long
once people conclude they have outworn their usefulness, or were just plain wrong all along. PJ
— Salt Lake Tribune
Op-ed; November 22, 2014
Topics: Marriage; Polygamy, articles by attorneys; Polygamy,
defense against the critics of
Rick Knuth is a Salt Lake City attorney. Born in
Chicago, Illinois, he is married with two grown
sons. He has served as Associate Editor, Journal
of Contemporary Law, and has been a member
of Diocesan Council of the Episcopal Diocese
of Utah and the Board of Trustees of the S.J.
Quinney College of Law, chair of Water Law Committee and
Utah State Board of Mandatory Continuing Legal Education at
the University of Utah.

own mind” (14:5). Though we may not always be
able to have a “meeting of the minds,” we certainly
can realize that we have been given the “the unity of
the Spirit in the bond of peace,” which we have been
called to endeavor to keep (Ephesians 4:3).

Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.
Pilkington Abbey
Windber, PA
Topics:
Major: Doctrine; Fellowship; Unity; Attitude; Division
Scripture: Romans 14:5; Romans 15:7; I Corinthians 8:1;
Ephesians 4:3; Philippians 2:5-8
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God is only partially revealed at present, even as light over the Earth is only partial. – Edward H. Clayton (1887-1972)



Why I Believe Women Would
Generally Be Better Off
Seeking Polygamy
by — Bea Edwards

I

n April 2018, one of my sons explained to me
the biblical truth of polygamy’s legitimacy. Subsequently – and simply for standing up for this
scriptural truth – my son, his immediate family and
I were all kicked out of the church we’d attended for
approximately 2 years. I then began participating
in online Biblical Families forums in June 2018 and
attended their August 2018 annual retreat with my
son’s family.
Through this process I discovered a community
which I now consider part of my extended family.
This is especially valuable to me, because my own
children have become somewhat divided about this
issue, so I really appreciate the interaction and support I receive from Biblical Families.
I have been a widow for most of the decade, and in
recent years I’ve become ready to remarry. In the
past year, I’ve further decided that I would definitely

After Polygamy Was
Made a Sin
The Social History of Christian
Polygamy
by — John Cairncross
260 pages, PB. $30

Cairncross contends in this fascinating historical
analysis that it was when the Church became centered in Rome that “polygamy” became a “sin.”
Based on rigorous research he demonstrates,
however, that there is a strong underground polygamous Christian tradition, including support
from such prominent figures as Milton, Newton,
Spinoza and others. (See order form on back page.)
294

prefer to join an already-established family in a plural marriage.
You might well ask, “Why in the world would you
choose such a controversial marriage lifestyle and
wish to encounter the emotional challenges usually
embodied in a plural home?”
I’m aware that my choice is counter-cultural and invites personal, emotional challenges – but it is not
unbiblical. Moreover, the multiple benefits and blessings of engaging in plural marriage far outweigh the
challenges. For those of you already in plural [marriages], it may seem presumptuous of me to expound
upon the perceived benefits, having no personal experience heretofore. Some have asked, “Why, after
having spent 38 years in a monogamous marriage,
would you choose poly?” “What draws and motivates you?”

Man and Woman in
Biblical Law
by — Tom Shipley
268 pages, PB. $30

The goal of this book is to lay
the foundation for the establishment of a truly biblical social
order, especially within the community of Biblebelieving, Christ-honoring families. The subject matter is patriarchy. The biblical exposition
contained herein is devoted to establishing the
proposition that it is patriarchy which was and is
mandated by God ever since the original creation
of man and woman. The scriptural discussion on
polygamy here serves as a supporting role to the
fundamental proposition of God-ordained and
mandated patriarchy. (See order form on back page.)
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Never allow yesterday to fill up today. – Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

My personal reason for believing that an alreadymarried man would make a better husband is that
a man seeking a plural family has likely undergone
significant vetting. Most men willing to consider being the spiritual leader of more than one woman have
already realized that being a husband is supposed to
mean being the actual head of a household, something
that can often take a husband years’ worth of marriage
to realize. The man who seeks plural marriage tends
to welcome his status as a loving patriarch and views
himself as a shepherd, the man who answers for everyone and everything that happens in his domain.
He actively embraces the spiritual responsibility of
leading his wives and children. He does not see himself as a tyrant, overlord, slave master, figurehead with
many feathers in his hat, or just a man who happens
to live with a woman under a roof they call “home.”
Seeking more than one wife and perhaps wishing to
father multiple children, these men are more likely to
own the care and provision of those additional souls.
He counts the cost as he builds and expands his home.
I recognize that this choice to marry plural means
I would have to share my husband. Not only would
I share him emotionally and physically, I would

share his living space with another sister wife (or
wives). I would also share the burden of providing
his happiness, developing his vision, and becoming
a part of a team committed to goals which, by nature
of plural [marriage], are likely to be much larger than
monogamy could ever hope to accomplish.
In the midst of all this, I would be sharing a more
highly-tested man, and I would anticipate that the
joy of my sharing would be mirrored by the joy of
the woman or women with whom I was sharing him.
From daily minutia and routine, to the excitement
of establishing goals and realizing their associated
dreams, the interaction with others exercising the give
and take, the grease and grace to make it all happen
– that all appeals to me greatly. The synergy of teamwork defies scientific definition or mathematic computation. Men seeking additional wives have already
readied themselves emotionally, spiritually, physically and financially in preparation for this exponential dynamic. Usually, men seeking a plural family
have demonstrated higher levels of family leadership
skills, and they actively nurture their wives and children along these lines of growth and development.

Biblical
Families

The Great Omission:

Christendom’s Abandonment
of the Biblical Family
by — Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.
204 pages, PB. $15 (See order form

on back page.)

This book presents twenty years
of study, taking a candid look at the issue of multiple wives in Scripture and society. The book
chapters are:
• The Problem: The Sad, Ignored Epidemic
• The Divine Provision
• The Marital Gift
• The Old Testament Scriptural Precedent
• The New Testament Scriptural Precedent
• The Religious System’s Destruction of the
Biblical Family
• The History of Its Practice
• The Cultural Issue
• The Benefits of Plural Marriage
• Who Is Immoral?
This book also has 14 appendices.
Issue 21

Northeast Retreat
Near Harrisburg, PA
February 14-16, 2020

Biblical Families exists to support, defend, encourage
and strengthen Christians in their marriages and family
life. This includes those who are called to Biblical plural
marriage – which we recognize as a Biblical and righteous
option, though it can be very difficult to live in Western
society today. We are not here to “promote” it to people;
we believe you should clearly hear from God before you
consider this path; but if you feel you have, then we would
like to be a support to you.
If you haven’t been to a retreat before, you need not worry,
we are a very diverse, accepting group, in a relaxed setting,
and everyone gets to share and participate, and we will
worship, and laugh, and enjoy God’s gift of “one another”
as we are so often reminded to do in the New Testament. If
you’d like more info on the retreat, write us now:
retreats@biblicalfamilies.org

www.Biblical Families.org
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Don’t be so caught up in the things of Earth that you miss the glory beyond it. – André Sneidar



In my quest for plural [marriage], I also benefit from
being able to observe in advance how a man is already
treating his wife and children. I have the opportunity
to get her confirmation of what a good man he is or
is not. Instead of having to rely solely upon what he
says about himself, or whether I possess excellent
advance judgment about a man, I would have the
benefit of feedback from one or more women who
have ongoing real life experience with him.
I want to be part of a team. I want to provide support
as well as receive it. I also long for a woman-to-woman family relationship that entails loving cooperation
rather than the kind of competitive approach so ofPJ
ten seen among women.
— Adapted from a July 2019 posting at:
biblicalfamilies.org
Topics: Testimony; Polygamy, advocates of; Polygamy, benefits
of; Polygamy, women’s perspective of; Second Wife
Bea lives in Tulsa OK, owns the Mountain View
Christian Academy, is the creator of a unique
developmental cure for dyslexia, and founded
both DEAR (Dyslexic Education Association of
R’s) and GRACE (an adult alternative education
program for completing high school diplomas).
She is also a proud grandmother, mother and sister – and looks
forward to meeting her future husband and sister wife.

Evaluating Western
Christianity’s Interpretation of Biblical Polygamy
by — Lauren Heiligenthal

88 pages, PB. $10
This book demonstrates that the popular Western
worldview regarding marriage affects biblical interpretation. While most Western societies uphold monogamy as God’s ideal form of marriage, a number of
other cultures practice polygamy. Western Christianity often perceives polygamy as a threat to the monogamist ideal; therefore, this book evaluates whether the Bible clearly advocates that polygamous men
should become monogamous through divorce.
After interpreting Scripture through the lens of the
biblical audience, this book then applies the interpretations from the five biblical texts to a modern situation
involving polygamy. Since there is no biblical text that
explicitly prohibits polygamy or promotes monogamy, this book argues that the interpretation of the monogamist ideal tends to derive from one’s worldview
rather than the Bible. (See order form on back page.)
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Heaven’s Embassy – The Divine Plan &
Purpose of the Home

by – Clyde L. Pilkington, Jr.

Except the Lord build the house, they labor in vain
who build it (Psalm 127:1).
This book represents many years of work. The author believes that it is one of the
most important books that he will ever be privileged to write, simply because it is
about one of the most vital scriptural subjects that could ever be addressed.
250 pp., PB. $20 The home is central to all of God’s dealings with man throughout the course of
time. It is His Divine “institution” and “organization” on the earth; for the believer, it is the Embassy of Heaven.
An embassy is “the residence or office of an ambassador.” Since the believer is an ambassador of the Lord Jesus
Christ (II Corinthians 5:14-21), his home is thus the Divine Embassy of heavenly ministry.
Pauline ministry is centered in the homes of believers. This is even the true sphere of the Body of Christ; for this reason our apostle speaks of “church in thy house.” This book doesn’t focus upon the external specifics of the ministry of
Heaven’s Embassy (such as hospitality); that will be saved for another volume. Instead, it looks at the inner-workings
of the Embassy itself, focusing on its very nature, internal purpose and function. (See order form on back page.)
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